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| Brave new world
| Brave new world










|MIT Technology Review, October 2014
Technology and 
Inequality• Rich/poor disparity
 larger than ever 
 ↗ in Europe and USA
 accelerated by technology-driven economy?
(e.g., The Second Machine Age, Brynjolfsson)





1 billion people in the world
Brave new world?





|Special Eurobarometer 401. Responsible Research and 
Innovation (RRI), Science and Technology
77% S&T positive impact in society
62% S&T changes too fast our life
55% S&T public dialogue required
R&I under pressure
| R&I under pressure
|U.S. adults AAAS scientists
51 point gap 88%37%
Safe to eat genetically modified foods
63% 12%
42 point gap 89%47%
Favour use of animals in research
Public & Scientist’s Views on Science & Society; January 2015
40 point gap 68%28%
Safe to eat foods grown with pesticides
R&I under pressure
|Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) is about including all actors, considering 




























Working together towards ethically acceptable, socially desirable 
and environmentally sustainable products and services that 
address the grand societal challenges of our time











Open to needs 
of others





|• Bring science & society closer
• Strength democracy by engaging citizens
• Boost scientific culture & careers
• Improve learning by connecting research and practice
• Create better innovations & new markets
• Increase competitiveness & creativity












































The dark side: obstacles for RRI
|We first need to 
educate citizens before 
they can participate!
RRI — that’s just old wine 
in new bottles…
RRI is about much more than 
only research! It is too 
demanding for researchers!
Science needs to 
become Responsible? 
So scientists are 
irresponsible now?!RRI is the end of 
‘true’ science!
What about basic 
research? Is this 
applicable to all fields or 
just to applied research?
That’s too complicated 
and abstract for me!
The dark side: obstacles for RRI
| What is RRI... in practice?
Provide independent, participatory research support 
in response to concerns experienced by civil society
|Plan de co-gestión del 
sonso
Premio Mérito a la 
Conservación 2013 de 
WWF
What is RRI... in practice?
|
|Unesco Science report: 
...that science should become an overtly public enterprise rather than one conducted 
behind closed laboratory and library doors, that publicly funded science should be done 
openly, that its data should be open to scrutiny, that its results should be available 
freely or at minimal cost, that scientific results and their implications should be 
communicated more effectively to a wide range of stakeholders, and that scientists 
should engage publicly in the transdisciplinary mode....
Science for a sustainable and just world: a new framework for global science policy? Heide Hackmann and Geoffrey Boulton
The times they are a changin’…
| The times they are a changin’…
|Moedas 3 O’s (Open innovation, open science, open to the world) strategy:
...there is a revolution happening in the way science works. Every part of the 
scientific method is becoming an open, collaborative, and participative process.
Search for a smart, sustainable and inclusive growth of our societies
The times they are a changin’…
| Nothing new under the sun
ESF Science Policy Briefing 50
• Public engagement
• S&T studies



































Normative conditions for RRI (but not enough…)
Gender equality in decision-making bodies, in research teams and 
in research content
Research integrity, plagiarism, ethics education as part of 
research training, ethics of scientific policy advice, role of ethics 
committees...
Green and golden routes, EC pilot programs on open access and data 
management
How to put RRI in practice?
|A crucial element for RRI
Active actors of research
- Science shops, patients organizations, NGOs
Research funders
- Crowdfunding, patients organizations
Set up R&I agendas 
- NGOs, patients organizations, trade unions, citizen meetings
Supervise R&I 
- Assessment committees, NGOs, patients and consumers organizations
Collect data (citizen science)
- Astronomy, environmental sciences, natural hazards...
Disseminate R&I results
- Journalists, communicators, museums... From:
PUBLIC 
ENGAGEMENT
























































|My university needs a 
gender equality plan 
and a research 
integrity code
I need a guide to 
implement RRI in my 
H2020 research 
proposal
How can I engage 



















help actors to learn through
a collaborative, iterative process
how to research and innovate
more responsibly
An RRI Toolkit:
what for?
|www.rri-tools.eu
@RRITools
dgarcia@fundaciolacaixa.es
@rocambloguesco
